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a b s t r a c t

Service clouds built on cloud infrastructures and service-oriented architecture provide users with a novel
pattern of composing basic services to achieve complicated tasks. However, in multiple clouds environ-
ment, outsourcing data and applications pose a great challenge to information flow security for the com-
posite services, since sensitive data may be leaked to unauthorized attackers during service composition.
Although model checking has been considered as a promising approach to enforce information flow se-
curity precisely, its high complexity on modeling and the heavy cost on verification cause great burdens
to the process of service composition. In this paper, we propose a distributed approach to composing ser-
vices securely with information flow control. In our approach, each service component is first verified
through model checking, and then a compositional verification procedure is executed to ensure the in-
formation flow security along with the composition of these services. The experimental results indicate
that our approach can reduce the cost of verification compared with the global verification approach.

© 2014 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

With the advancement of sharing the utility resources in a vir-
tualization way, cloud platforms provide a new and promising
paradigm for delivering IT services more effectively and conve-
niently [1,2]. In service-oriented clouds, people can access various
types of services integrated by cloud platform anytime and any-
where. Meanwhile the composition and cooperation of different
services have becomeanew trend for the service delivery in clouds.
By composing services together, customers can access more pow-
erful applications, e.g. travel planning composed by tickets booking
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and room reservation services [3]. For each service, there are dif-
ferent candidate services located inmultiple clouds. From a variety
of the candidate services, users can select appropriate services to
compose the desired applications dynamically according to differ-
ent criteria and requirements, e.g. QoS, trustworthiness, security
and so on [4,5].

However, outsourcing data and applications in clouds pose
a great challenge to data security for the service composition
in clouds. Due to the multi-domain characteristic of the service
clouds, data located in different clouds may have different security
levels. For instance, the personal medical records in e-health cloud
are with high security level while the position of the ambulance in
e-transportation cloud are with lower security level. When these
services are composed together for the patient’s emergency, data
with different security levels are transmitted among these services
respectively. If these services are composed in an insecure way,
an operation in a service may transmit confidential data to a pub-
lic channel and cause the information leakage. Access control has
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beenwidely used for protecting sensitive information of individual
service from being released to unauthorized attackers [6–8]. How-
ever, for a composite service, data may be processed by several
service components from multiple clouds. Access control cannot
detect the information leakage caused by the subsequent opera-
tions in other service components. Therefore, information flow se-
curity is one of the major concerns about the service composition
in service clouds.

Due to the dynamic dependencies among objects storing data
in different service participants, it is critical to analyze informa-
tion flow in these composite services precisely. There are various
approaches for the information flow enforcements, e.g. type sys-
tem, program analysis and model checking. Dieter et al. [9] specify
the secure composition rules based on type system. These rules are
used to ensure the security of dynamically derived data and their
proliferation to otherweb services. Xi et al. [10] obtain the dynamic
intra and inter dependencies among the objects in composite ser-
vice based on program slicing. Nakajima [11] verifies the informa-
tion flowof composite services in BPEL (Business Process Execution
Language) based onmodel checking. Rossi et al. [12] expand Naka-
jima’s model [11] to support more flexible and dynamic security
policies rather than security labels based on a simple lattice-based
model. The contributions using type system and program analysis
mainly focus on the information flow enforcement on program-
ming languages, whilemodel checking can be used to validate both
programs and models in abstract forms.

Besides, service-oriented clouds compose a distributed system
with multiple domains. It is necessary to design a secure and effi-
cient service composition algorithm in a distributed environment.
She et al. [13] proposes a policy-driven service composition ap-
proach with information flow control in multiple service domains.
In She’s approach, the security levels of the output in a component
is computed according to the transformation factor, then the inse-
cure composite service is filtered. However, it is hard to define the
transformation factor precisely. She et al. also develops a run-time
information flow control model for service composition in clouds
to analyze the dependencies between the inputs and outputs dy-
namically in [14]. But it requires that the initial user inputs for the
service execution be static. So when user’s initial inputs change,
the verification process needs to be rebuilt, which brings extra
cost for the secure service composition. Although model checking
[11,12,15] can be used to analyze secure information flow pre-
cisely, the traditional model checking approaches must perform
a global verification on the composite service. It is impractical to
employ a centralized entity in multiple clouds to verify the infor-
mation flow security in a global way. Moreover, the cost of veri-
fication can increase rapidly when the application involves more
components and the number of the candidate services increases.
First, the same service component has to be reverified in different
composite services. Second, the state explosion problem arises if
each service component is complicated.

In order to ensure the information flow security and improve
the efficiency of the service composition process, we present a
distributed secure service composition approach with information
flow control in service clouds. In our approach, each service
component is verified through model checking, which can reduce
the complexity of modeling compared to the global verification
approach. Then compositional information flow verification
algorithm is proposed for the secure service composition in service
clouds, which works in a distributed way.

The rest of the paper is structured as follows. Section 2 presents
the secure information flow model for service composition in ser-
vice clouds. In Section 3, we propose the secure service com-
position approach based on the secure information flow model.
Section 4 evaluates the proposed approach. Section 5 concludes the
paper.
Fig. 1. Service-oriented clouds system.

Fig. 2. Service chain.

2. Secure information flow model for service composition in
service clouds

2.1. Service-oriented clouds system model

Fig. 1 shows a typical architecture of the Service-Oriented
Clouds System (SoCS) consisting of multiple service clouds. In each
service cloud c , there are various services si and resources Rc , and
a security authority SAc , where SAc is responsible for the security
management of cloud resources and services, e.g., data security
level, security certificate, and so on.

The individual services si located in different service clouds can
be composed to generate a more powerful service. In this paper,
we investigate a typical scenario of service composition, i.e., the
service chain sch [10], as shown in Fig. 2. Compared to the com-
plex composite service with conditional and loop structures, ser-
vice chain is easy to control and deploy, which is widely used in
service composition. In a service chain sch, each service si has a sin-
gle predecessor si−1 and a single successor si+1. The initial service
s0 denotes the user who sends the initial request. Service sn+1 de-
notes the user who receives the result from the composite service.

2.2. Multi-level security model

In SoCS, data are with different sensitivities, e.g. environment
data are public while personal position and medical data are
private. The multi-level security model can be defined on a lattice
as Definition 2.1.

Definition 2.1. Multi-Level Security Model is defined as a lattice
(SL, ≤), where SL is a finite set of security levels that is totally
ordered by ≤.

For simplicity, we mainly consider the binary security model,
i.e., SL = {L,H}, where L ≤ H .
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Fig. 3. Information flow in the component.

2.3. Secure information flow in service component

During the execution of the service chain, each service si may
read a set of input data Ini and write a set of output data Out i. As
shown in Fig. 3, for the input data of si, we have Ini = {InM

i , InR
i },

where

– InM
i = {InM

i,1, In
M
i,2, . . . , In

M
i,n} is the set of input data that si

receives from its predecessor si−1.
– InR

i = {InR
i,1, In

R
i,2, . . . , In

R
i,n} is the set of input data that si reads

from cloud’s resources.

For the output data of si, we have Out i = {OutMi ,OutRi }, where

– OutMi = {OutMi,1,Out
M
i,2, . . . ,Out

M
i,n} is the set of all output data

that si sends to its successor si+1.
– OutRi = {OutRi,1,Out

R
i,2, . . . ,Out

R
i,n} is the set of all output data

that si writes to cloud’s resources.

According to the following syntax of core language, we can
specify the function Fi of si.

F ::= a; F ′

a ::= skip | input (iny
i,x, var) | output (outyi,x, var)

| var := e | a; a′
| if (e) then a else a′

| while (e) a
(y = M|R)

e ::= var|eQe
Q ::= +| − | = | < .

Based on the definition of multi-level security model and the
analysis of information flow in component si, the concept of
interference and noninterference [16] are introduced to ensure
the information flow security. We use  and 9 to represent the
interference and noninterference between different objects. Then
secure information flow in si can be defined as follows:

Definition 2.2. The information flow in service component si is
considered secure if it satisfies that for ∀u ∈ HIni, ∀v ∈ LOut i,
there is no interference between u and v, namely, u 9 v.

In Definition 2.2, HIni and HOut i are the set of inputs and
outputs with the security level H , i.e. HIni = {ini,x|ini,x ∈ Ini ∧

Sec(ini,x) = H}; HOut i = {out i,x|out i,x ∈ Out i ∧ Sec(out i,x) = H}.
LIni and LOut i are the set of inputs and outputs with the security
level L, i.e. LIni = {ini,x|ini,x ∈ Ini ∧ Sec(ini,x) = L}, LOut i =

{out i,x|out i,x ∈ Out i∧Sec(out i,x) = L}. Sec maps the objects to their
security levels, i.e. Sec : Ini ∪ Out i → SL. It can also be obtained
that Ini = HIni ∪ LIni,Out i = HOut i ∪ LOut i.

2.4. Secure information flow in service chain

In the service chain sch, data is processed in different compo-
nents. For example, ∀in ∈ InM

i may be computed from si−1 or its
predecessor, and ∀out ∈ OutMi may be further processed by the
successors of si and finally delivered to service sj, j > i. The infor-
mation flow security of sch is defined as follows:
Definition 2.3. The information flow in service chain sch is consid-
ered secure if it satisfies that for ∀u ∈ HInc, ∀v ∈ LOutc , there is
no interference between u and v, namely, u 9 v, where HInc =

{inc,x|inc,x ∈ Inc ∧ Sec(inc,x) = H}, LOutc = {outc,x|outc,x ∈

Outc ∧ Sec(outc,x) = L}.

According to the definition of the service chain, we can obtain
that Inc =


InR

i , Outc =


OutRi , 0 ≤ i ≤ n + 1, and ∀i, 0 ≤

i ≤ n, OutMi = InM
i+1. There is InM

0 = φ, OutR0 = φ, InR
n+1 = φ and

OutMn+1 = φ.

Lemma 2.1. In a service chain sch, for ∀u ∈ Ini ∪ Out i, ∀v ∈

Inj ∪ Out j, 0 ≤ i < j, if u  v, there exist w1 ∈ OutMj−1, w2 ∈ InM
j

such that u  w1 ∩ w1  w2 ∩ w2  v.

Proof. Assume that ∀w1 ∈ OutMj−1, w2 ∈ InM
j , u 9 w1 ∪ w1 9

w2 ∪ w2 9 v, there is also u  v.

Case 1: u 9 w1.
OutMj−1 is the only way that si (0 ≤ i < j) passes the

value of intermediate result to InM
j according to the

definition of the service chain. So if u 9 w1, there is
u 9 w2, and for ∀w3 ∈ InR

j , u 9 w3. Then we can obtain
that u 9 v, which is contradictory with our assumption.

Case 2: u  w1 and w1 9 w2.
Because OutMi = InM

i+1 in sch, for ∀w1 ∈ OutMj−1, there
must be w2 ∈ InM

j satisfying w1  w2. It is also
contradictory with our assumption.

Case 3: u  w1, w1  w2 and w2 9 v.
InM

j is the only way that sj receives the output of si (0 ≤

i < j) according to definition of the service chain, and
∀w3 ∈ InR

j , u 9 w3. So if w2 9 v, it can be obtained that
u 9 v, which is also contradictory with our assumption.

In conclusion, our assumption is false and Lemma 2.1 is
proved. �

Lemma 2.2. If the information flow of each service in the first m steps
of sch is secure and for ∀w1 ∈ OutMi , w2 ∈ InM

i+1, 0 ≤ i ≤ m,
they satisfy Sec(w1) ≤ Sec(w2) when w1  w2, then we have
∀u ∈


HIni, v ∈


LOut j, 0 ≤ i ≤ j ≤ m, u 9 v.

Proof. First, letm = 1, then there are three cases to be considered,
i.e. the information flow in s0, in s1 and between s0 and s1.

Case 1: ∀u ∈ HIn0, ∀v ∈ LOut0, u 9 v. s0 is secure according to
Definition 2.2.

Case 2: ∀u ∈ HIn1, ∀v ∈ LOut1, u 9 v. s1 is secure according to
Definition 2.2.

Case 3: ∀u ∈ HIn0, ∀v ∈ LOut1, u 9 v.

Assume that ∃u ∈ HIn0, ∃v ∈ LOut1, u  v.
Then It can be obtained that ∃w1 ∈ OutM0 , ∃w2 ∈ InM

1 , u  
w1, w1  w2 and w2  v according to Lemma 2.1.

s0 is secure, so u ∈ HIn0 and u  w1 provides w1 ∈ HOutM0 .
And Sec(w1) ≤ Sec(w2) provides w2 ∈ HInM

1 .
Because v ∈ LOut1, w2  v is contradictory with the condition

that s1 is secure. Then Case 3 is true.
In conclusion, whenm = 1, Lemma 2.2 is proved.
Then we assume Lemma 2.2 is true when m = n, i.e. the

information flow of each service in first n step of sch is secure and
for ∀w2 ∈ OutMi ∪ InM

i+1, 0 ≤ i ≤ n, w1  w2, they satisfy
Sec(w1) ≤ Sec(w2), there is ∀u ∈


HIni, v ∈


LOut j, 0 ≤ i ≤

m, i ≤ j ≤ m, there is u 9 v. The lemma is proved as follows
whenm = n + 1:

Case 1: ∀u ∈ HInn+1, ∀v ∈ LOutn+1, u 9 v.
Because information flow in sn+1 satisfies the noninter-

ference, the proposition can be proved.
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Fig. 4. Information flow verification framework for service chain in multiple
clouds.

Case 2: ∀u ∈ HIni, ∀v ∈ LOutn+1, 0 ≤ i < n + 1, u 9 v.

Assume that ∃u ∈ HIni, ∃v ∈ LOutn+1, u  v.
Lemma 2.1 provides that ∃w1 ∈ OutMn , ∃w2 ∈ InM

n+1, u  w1,
w1  w2 and w2  v.

Since Lemma 2.2 is true when m = n, ∀u ∈ HIni, 0 ≤ i < n,
u → w1 provides w1 ∈ HOutMn .

And Sec(w1) ≤ Sec(w2) provides w2 ∈ HInM
n+1.

Because v ∈ LOutn+1, w2 ∈ v is contradictory with the
condition that information flow in sn+1 is secure. Then Case 2 is
true.

In conclusion, whenm = n + 1, Lemma 2.2 is proved. �

Based on Lemmas 2.1 and 2.2, we can obtain the following
theorem.

Theorem 2.1. For a service chain sch, the information flow is secure
if each service component si, 0 ≤ i ≤ n + 1, satisfies the following
two conditions:

(1) In each service component si, for ∀u ∈ HIni, ∀v ∈ LOut i, there is
u 9 v.

(2) In adjacent services si and si+1, for ∀w1 ∈ OutMi , w2 ∈ InM
i+1,

w1  w2, there is Sec(w1) ≤ Sec(w2).

Proof. Let m = n + 1. It can be obtained that for ∀u ∈ HIni, v ∈

LOut j, 0 ≤ i ≤ j ≤ n + 1, there is u 9 v according to Lemma 2.2.
Theorem 2.1 is proved. �

3. Secure service chain composition approach with informa-
tion flow control

3.1. Information flow verification framework for service chain in
multiple clouds

In SoCS, there are different candidate service components si,j
for each service si in sch. The candidate service set is defined as
Si = {si,j|0 ≤ i ≤ n + 1, 0 ≤ j ≤ |Si|}. In order to prevent
information leakage during service composition, it is essential for
us to select appropriate candidate services si,j to compose a secure
service chain. Based on the secure information flow model, the
information flow verification framework for service chain in SoCS
is proposed in Fig. 4.

This is a distributed verification framework in which SAs
cooperate with each other for the verification of information
Fig. 5. Component verification procedure.

flow security of the service chain. The framework is composed
of Candidate Services(CS), Security Authorities(SA) and Cloud
Platforms(CP). According to Theorem 2.1, there are two phases
for the information flow verification, i.e. component verification
and compositional verification. First, each service component is
verified by its local SA, and SA generates service certificate for
the following compositional verification. When these components
are going to be composed, the information flow between adjacent
service components is verified by cooperating different SAs in
multiple clouds.

3.2. Component verification by model checking

The component verification is the preparation phase for the
compositional verification. When a service is going to be deployed
into the cloud platform, it needs to be verified by SA first. A
certificate specifying security property of the secure service is
generated for the following verification by SA, while the insecure
one is not allowed to be deployed. The verification procedure is
shown in Fig. 5.

In the phase of component verification, SA validates each
service component through model checking. For the dynamic
dependencies in service, self-composition [17] is adapted for the
verification. There are four steps for themodel checking, i.e. service
modeling, model preprocessing, properties modeling and model
checking.

3.2.1. Service modeling
In this step, LTS(Labeled Transition System) is used to model si.

First, the state of si is defined as follows:

Definition 3.1. A state of si during the execution is µ = (I, V ,O).
I, V and O represent the mappings from inputs, outputs and
variables to their values respectively, i.e. I : Ini → Val, V : Var i →

Val and O : Out i → Val. Val is the domain of values used in Fi.

The initial state of Fi is µ0 while the end state is µe, which are
determined by the value of input and output respectively.

Definition 3.2. si can bemodeled as a LTS, i.e.M = (µ, →), where
µ is the state of si, and → represents the transitions among the
states.

According to the syntax of Fi, the rules of state transitions
Φ(a, nk, nl, →) is defined as follows, where nk and nl are the entry
and exit point of the action a in Fi.

Φ(skip, nk, nl, →) = {⟨nk⟩ → ⟨nl⟩| I ′ = I ∧ O′
= O ∧ V ′

= V }

Φ(input(iny
i,x, var), nk, nl, →)

= {⟨nk⟩ → ⟨nl⟩| I ′ = I ∧ O′
= O ∧ V ′(var)

= I(iny
i,x) ∧ (∀var ′

≠ var, V ′(var ′) = V (var ′))}, (y = M|R)

Φ(output(outyi,x, var), nk, nl, →)

= {⟨nk⟩ → ⟨nl⟩| I ′ = I ∧ O′(outyi,x)

= V (var) ∧ V ′
= V }, (y = M|R)
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Φ(var := e, nk, nl, →)

= {⟨nk⟩ → ⟨nl⟩| I ′ = I ∧ O′
= O ∧ V ′(var)

= V (e) ∧ (∀var ′
≠ var, V ′(var ′) = V (var ′))}

Φ(a; a′, nk, nl, →) = Φ(a, nk, nr , →) ∪ Φ(a′, nr , nl, →)

Φ(if (e) then a else a′, nk, nl, →)

= {⟨nk⟩ → ⟨nr⟩|I ′ = I ∧ O′
= O ∧ V ′

= V ∧ e}
∪ {⟨nk⟩ → ⟨nt⟩|I ′ = I ∧ O′

= O ∧ V ′
= V ∧ ¬e}

∪ Φ(a, nr , nl, →) ∪ Φ(a′, nt , nl, →)

Φ(while (e) a, nk, nl, →)

= {⟨nk⟩ → ⟨nr⟩|I ′ = I ∧ O′
= O ∧ V ′

= V ∧ e}
∪ {⟨nk⟩ → ⟨nl⟩|I ′ = I ∧ O′

= O ∧ V ′
= V ∧ ¬e}

∪ Φ(a, nr , nk, →).

3.2.2. Model preprocessing
In this step, service model represented by LTS is preprocessed

by a self-composition way for the information flow verification.
For a service model M with initial state µ0, the self-composition
process is shown as follows.
(1) Copy the service model M and generate a new model M′.
(2) In the initial state µ0 and µ′

0, for ∀lii,x ∈ LIni, let Iµ′
0
(lii,x) :=

Iµ0(lii,x), which means the values of low-level inputs of two
models are equal in the initial state.

3.2.3. Properties modeling
For µ = (I,O, V ), µ′

= (I ′,O′, V ′), µ≈
In
L µ′ means that for

∀li ∈ LIni, there is I(li) = I ′(li). µ ≈
Out
L µ′ means that for ∀lo ∈

LOut i, there is O(lo) = O′(lo). So we can obtain the following
theorem based on Definition 2.2.

Theorem 3.1. The information flow in si is secure if and only if for
∀µ0, µ′

0, when µ0 ≈
In
L µ′

0, there is µe ≈
Out
L µ′

e, where µe =

Fi(µ0), µ′
e = Fi(µ′

0).

According to Theorem3.1, the security condition of information
flow can be represented as the following assertion:

For each loi,x ∈ LOut i

assert

 
0≤x≤|LOut i|

(Oµe(loi,x) == Oµ′
e
(loi,x))


.

3.2.4. Model checking
In this step,we input our self-composition servicemodelM and

M′ intomodel checking tools, e.g. SPIN [18], andwe input the secu-
rity properties as assertions. If there is no error returned, it means
that information flow in si is secure. Otherwise, information leak-
age is found and the tool returns a counterexample.

If si is secure, a service certificate Cei signed by the local SA is
generated for the compositional verification. Ce is described as the
attribute certificates defined by [19], which can specify the prop-
erties of service si as a set of statements, i.e. service id id, input Ini,
output Out i and data security level Sec(o). In order to improve the
efficiency of the verification process and decrease the time cost on
service composition, the component verification phase can be ex-
ecuted in a off-line way.

3.3. Compositional verification

In SoCS, sch is dynamically composed by different candidate
service components si,j ∈ Si in each step. We propose compo-
sitional verification algorithm to ensure the information flow
security based on Theorem 2.1. The compositional verification
procedure is shown in Fig. 6.
Fig. 6. Compositional verification procedure.

Algorithm 1 Secure_Chain_Composition()
Input: Selected Service si,sel , Successor’s Candidate Service Set Si+1 .
Output: Current Secure Execution Path P

1: SA waits for the message to start the verification work
2: if The message is startmessage then
3: SA pushes selected service si,sel into Execution Path P .
4: if si,sel is the final step of service chain then
5: SA sends successmessage and the secure execution path P to user.
6: else
7: SA requests each candidate service’s cert, and validates them where illegal one

is dropped.
8: SA verifies the information flow between si,sel and each candidate service si+1,j

based on the theorem 2.1.
9: The passed services are push into passed candidate service set Spi+1 .
10: end if
11: if There is no passed services then
12: SA sends failmessage to its predecessor’s SA.
13: end if
14: SA sends start message to each passed service si+1,k ’s SA.
15: end if
16: if The message is fail message then
17: SA’s failure counter increases.
18: if failure counter equals to the number of the candidate services in Spi+1 then
19: if i!=0 then
20: SA sends failmessage to its predecessor’s SA.
21: else
22: SA notices the user that there is no secure service execution path.
23: end if
24: end if
25: end if

si requests si+1,j’s certificate first, and sends it with si,sel’s
certificate to si’s SA, i.e. SAc . During the verification, SAc checks the
signature of si+1,j’s SA first, and the illegal one will be dropped.
Then SAc verifies whether the information flow between si and
si+1,j is secure according to Theorem 2.1.

3.4. Secure service chain composition algorithm with information
flow control in service clouds

Based on the component and compositional verification, we
propose a distributed secure service chain composition algorithm
with information flow control in multiple clouds, which is imple-
mented in each cloud’s SA. For stepwise composition of the service
chain, cloud platform first performs the compositional verification
procedure to verify the candidate services in Si+1 and obtains the
validated candidate service set Spi+1, and each validated service will
be put into a secure execution path P , and then the cloud platform
will notice these validated services to continue the composition
process of the following candidate services. Because s0 and sn+1
represent the user, the first composition step is executed by the
user while the secure composition path P is finally sent to the user.
The distributed secure composition algorithm for the service chain
in service clouds is presented in Algorithm 1.

In Algorithm 1, we use three types of messages for the synchro-
nization of the verification procedure, i.e. start, success and fail.
The message start is used to allow the SA to execute the verifica-
tionwork.When the verificationwork is done, themessage success
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Fig. 7. Verification cost by global model checking.

with the executable path is sent to user, i.e. sn+1. If there are no se-
cure candidate services in the following steps, the message fail is
sent to its predecessor, and user will be noticed that there is no
secure service execution path when all validated services in sp1 are
failed. When the verification returns a failure to the user, the user
needs to enlarge the scope of service discovery to add more candi-
date services for the composition procedure.

4. Performance analysis and evaluations

Through the security analysis in Section 3, the information
flow security can be ensured by Theorem 2.1. In this section, we
investigate the performance of our approach compared to that of
the global model checking.

4.1. Time complexity analysis

According to the Algorithm 1, for each verification, the time
complexity is O(n), where n is the number of the candidate service
set Si. So the complexity of each stepwise verification is O(n ∗ m),
where m(m ≤ n) is the number of the validated service set
Spi−1. Therefore, the complexity of the compositional verification
is O(n ∗ m ∗ k), where k is the number of steps in the composite
service. Besides, the time complexity for component verification is
O(n ∗ k). Therefore, the time complexity of the whole verification
is O(n ∗ k) + O(n ∗ m ∗ k). Meanwhile, the time complexity of
global model checking is O(nk). Compared with the global model
checking, our algorithm is superior in time complexity.

4.2. Experiments and evaluations

Here we use service chain in [20] as the test case. In our ap-
proach, there are two different phases, i.e. component and com-
positional verification. We use SPIN to verify each component and
then use NS-3 [21] to simulate our secure service chain composi-
tion algorithm.

Fig. 7 shows the number of verified states and the time costs
of the verification. In global model checking approach, we need
to build all possible models of the composite service and verify
them with SPIN. With the increment of the number of candidate
services, the complexity of modeling composite service increase at
an exponential rate. So the number of the states that SPIN needs
to search rises vastly, which also make the verification time to
increase sharply.

Fig. 8 shows the time cost of different phases in our approach.
When the amount of the candidate services is small, the time cost
mainly comes from component verification. But with the increase
of the number of candidate services, the time cost of component
verification raises slowly while that on compositional verification
Fig. 8. Time cost of different phases in our approach.

Fig. 9. Time cost by global model checking and our approach.

rises vastly due to the complexity of the composite service. Besides,
the synchronization procedure of the compositional verification
costs extra communication overhead. When the amount of the
candidate services is greater than 18, the time cost mainly comes
from compositional verification.

Fig. 9 shows the total time cost of different approaches. For the
globalmodel checking, it is a repetitive and complexwork tomodel
and verify each executive composite service. However, in our ap-
proach, individual component is verified by model checking tools
first, and then the composition of these components are verified
according to the security conditions in Theorem 2.1. Because our
approach avoids the repetitive verification of each component, the
complexity of compositional verification is reduced and the effi-
ciency of composition process is improved compared to the global
verification.

5. Conclusion

In this paper, we propose a distributed secure service composi-
tion approach with information flow control in service clouds. For
the dynamic composition of different services, our approach first
verifies each service component by model checking, and then en-
sures the information flow security during the process of service
composition. Through experiments and evaluations, we show that
our approach can reduce the cost of verification compared to the
global verification. Service chain is a simple composite service, and
more complicated services with the conditional and loop structure
will be considered in the future. The prototype system is under de-
velopment to show our approach can be leveraged in service sys-
tems with a large scale.
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